Tully and Bianca Moore painting Beginning on McNamara Street. Photo: Central Western Daily

Art at Home
Tully Moore, Beginning and The End
Artist Tully Moore has created two murals in McNamara Street, Orange. Have
you seen them? Enjoy a walk along McNamara Street with your family and
explore the murals up close.
Tully’s artwork has two parts: Beginning has been painted on the side of the
Blind Pig at 45-47 McNamara Street, and The End has been painted on the
toilet block a little further up the road opposite ALDI.
When he is not making art, Tully has another job packing fruit and
vegetables for shops and restaurants. He is inspired by the bright lettering
and cartoon fruit and vegetable characters used on many of the cardboard
boxes at his work. You can see some examples of these characters that have
been photographed by Tully on the last page.
Tully’s artwork tells a story about the food cycle: the fruit and vegetables we
grow, cook and eat around Orange. The word ‘Beginning’ is spelt out using
a combination of fun, bright letters, graphic oranges and realistic vegetables
with cartoon arms and hands. This mural tells the beginning of the story of
how food is picked, packed and sent out to shops and restaurants for us to
enjoy. The End is a funny painting about what happens to that food once we
eat it, and where it ends up!

Make it! Fruit and Vegie Friends
Materials
Printed fruit and vegie collage sheets downloaded from the Gallery’s website
paper • glue • sissors • coloured pencils or markers

1
Print out the fruit and
vegie collage sheets from
the Gallery’s website.

2

3

Choose three or four of
your favorite pictures
of fruit and vegies and
carefully cut them out.

On a seperate peice of paper
draw some cartoon features
for your friends. Eyes, mouths,
arms, legs. What else could you
include? Use the pictures on the
last page of this activity sheet
for inspiration.

4
You might like to add some
colour to your drawings
using pencils or textas. When
they are finished, cut them
out and position them on
your fruit and vegies. Play
around until you’re happy
with how they look and then
glue everything in place.

5
Make a whole gang!

Make it! Collage Sign
Materials
Printed alphabet and fruit and vegie collage sheets downloaded from the Gallery’s
website • paper • glue • sissors • coloured pencils or markers
1.

Choose a word for your collage. It could be a word that describes your favorite food
or how you feel when you eat a yummy meal. Here are a few ideas to get you thinking:
scrumptious, yummy, tangy, delicious, zesty, sumptuous, delectable, wholesome,
appetising, tasty, sweet, smoky, spicy, savoury, fruity, citrusy, flavoursome, spicy,
pungent, aromatic, zesty

2. Print out the alphabet collage sheets from the Gallery’s website. Choose the letters
you need to spell out your word. Think about what letters you can swap with pictures
of fruits or vegetables. Look at the example above where we have used a flowering
zucchini for an ‘r’ and watermelon slice for a ‘c’. Round vegetables might make a good
‘o’ or an ‘a’ while long, thin vegetables might make an excellent ‘i’ or ‘l’.
3. Cut out the letters and vegetables you have chosen and lay them out in order.
Move them around until you are happy with how they look.
4. Create a base for your collage. A flat piece of recycled cardboard box works well but
some thick paper will also work. Cutting cardboard can be tricky so ask for help if you
need it.
5. Stick your letters and fruit and veggies onto your background.
6. Add some googly eyes or draw some other features to give your collage character.
7. Find a spot for your sign (maybe on the fridge?) and enjoy!

Fruit and vege box characters collected by Tully Moore and shared on his Instagram account @a_country_practice

